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AbstrAct
5G is expected to bring forth disruptive indus-

trial-societal transformation by enabling a broad 
catalog of (radically new, highly heterogeneous) 
applications and services. This scenario has called 
for zero-touch network and service management 
(ZSM). With the recent advancements in artifi-
cial intelligence, key ZSM capabilities such as the 
runtime prediction of user demands can be facil-
itated by data-driven and machine learning meth-
ods. In this respect, the article proposes a runtime 
prediction approach that transforms time series 
forecasting into a simpler multivariate regression 
problem with artificial neural networks (ANNs), 
structurally optimized with a genetic algorithm 
(GA) metaheuristic. Leveraging on a novel set of 
input features that capture seasonality and calen-
dar effects, the proposed approach removes the 
prediction accuracy’s dependence on the tem-
poral succession of input data and the forecast 
horizon. Evaluation results based on real telecom-
munications data show that the GA-optimized 
ANN regressor has better prediction perfor-
mance. It achieved average improvements of ~59 
percent and ~86 percent compared to 1-day and 
1-hour ahead forecasts obtained with state-of-the-
art multi-seasonal time series and long short-term 
memory forecasting models, respectively. Fur-
thermore, despite its longer training times com-
pared to the baseline models, the proposed ANN 
regressor relaxes the monitoring requirements in 
5G dynamic management systems by allowing 
less frequent retraining offline.

IntroductIon
Over the years, learning complex system dynam-
ics has maintained significant interest on the 
research scene and in various industrial domains 
for its notable potential in autonomic manage-
ment and control. From a networking perspective, 
the runtime prediction of user demands would 
not only facilitate the dimensioning of networks/
services/applications, but also enable a wide 
range of management and control mechanisms. 
For instance, the dynamic (and proactive) pro-
visioning of the underlying resources is a funda-
mental component toward enabling zero-touch 
network and service management (ZSM) [1], as 
well as the disruptive industrial-societal transfor-
mation brought forth by 5G [2]. 

User demand dynamics are usually recorded 
as temporal data, which have been widely inves-

tigated through time series analysis and forecast-
ing, as well as regression analysis, among others. 
Moreover, it is worth noting that they naturally 
have layered seasonality (daily, weekly, month-
ly, etc.), and may exhibit the so-called calendar 
effects (e.g., weekends, holidays, sales) as well [3].

With the recent advancements in artificial intel-
ligence (AI), data-driven and machine learning 
(ML) methods have opened new directions toward 
predictive analytics. Among others, bio-inspired 
artificial neural networks (ANNs) have gained par-
ticular interest for their ability to model noisy and 
nonlinear systems by learning from examples. In 
fact, numerous works in the literature (e.g., [4–7]) 
exploit past temporal data as input to extend 
ANNs’ high prediction accuracy to time series 
forecasting. The training times of ANN-based time 
series predictors are, however, substantially longer 
than typical regressors, and such models usually 
have a limited usable prediction horizon [5]. Fur-
thermore, they depend on the temporal succession 
of data and hence, call for retraining as the series 
are updated with new observations.

With this in mind, the main contribution of this 
article is a novel input feature set and framework 
for transforming time series forecasting into a sim-
pler multivariate regression problem. Particular-
ly, ANNs, which are structurally optimized with a 
genetic algorithm (GA) metaheuristic, as in [4], are 
used in the context of network activity runtime pre-
diction in this work. By leveraging a novel set of 
seasonal and calendar features, the dependence of 
the modeling and forecasting steps on the tempo-
ral succession in the data is removed. Hence, the 
proposed approach is capable of predicting any 
future value based only on the fed inputs, as well 
as capture possible (ir)regularities in the dynamics 
brought forth by seasons and special events.

The remainder of this article is organized as 
follows. First, the technological scene is set for 
time series runtime prediction. Then the proposed 
GA-optimized ANN modeling of the network 
activity in an urban area is described, followed 
by an overview of the dataset considered in this 
work. Finally, the performance evaluation results 
are presented, and conclusions are drawn.

relevAnce, chAllenges And requIrements of  
tIme serIes runtIme PredIctIon

Time series runtime prediction in networking is 
becoming more crucial than ever before with the 
onset of the ZSM initiative. Understanding the 
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dynamics of user demands and the corresponding 
network resources’ usage is foreseen to be the 
key in driving smarter dimensioning and provi-
sioning of next-generation networks, services, and 
applications. Usually expressed as temporal data, 
such dynamics can be explored using state-of-the-
art time series analysis and forecasting techniques, 
as well as regression analysis, among others.

Box-Jenkins’ autoregressive integrated mov-
ing average (ARIMA) model and Holt-Winters’ 
exponential smoothing are two of the earliest 
approaches for capturing various patterns within 
time series. Their main difference lies in the way 
past series values impact the forecast — specifi-
cally, for the former they are weighted uniformly, 
while for the latter the weights follow an expo-
nential function. Numerous works in the literature 
build on these two toward multi-seasonal time 
series (MSTS) forecasting. For instance, seasonal 
parameters can be used with ARIMA (SARIMA) 
to capture seasonality, as well as adding exog-
enous inputs (SARIMAX) for multivariate time 
series forecasting.

On the other hand, the presence of noise 
and nonlinearity has motivated the use of more 
advanced solutions based on ANNs. The authors 
in [5] considered GA-optimized nonlinear autore-
gressive with exogenous inputs (NARX) ANNs 
for service demand prediction, using past series 
values as the driving variables. Recurrent ANNs 
(RNNs) have also gained popularity for time 
series forecasting. Recent works such as [6] con-
sider different RNN models, long short-term mem-
ory (LSTM) and gated recurrent unit (GRU) for 
forecasting series values like the next day traffic 
dynamics in data centers. More sophisticated solu-
tions for multivariate time series forecasting have 
also been published in the literature. The authors 
in [7] proposed ensembling RNNs and convolu-
tional ANNs (CNNs) along with an autoregressive 
model to jointly capture long- and short-term pat-
terns, while addressing the so-called scale insensi-
tivity problem of ANNs.

A common limitation of the aforementioned 
approaches is the dependence on the temporal 
succession of data samples used in building the 
models, as well as during prediction. Particularly, 
for ANN-based models, a sliding window of past 
series values is used as input. Keeping a model 
up-to-date and ensuring a valid forecast horizon 
entail retraining as new observations become 
available, while for autoregressive models, the 
receding accuracies further in the forecast hori-
zon and inability to capture nonlinearities are the 
main concerns.

Further, the time cost of (re)training, structural 
optimization, as well as the various vulnerabilities 
in the training process (e.g., non-representative 
training sets, temporal succession of time series 
data) of ANN-based models remain open issues. 
A number of published works in the literature 
have engaged in addressing such issues. Among 
others, [8] used hyperparameter search strategies; 
[9] used k-fold cross validation to select the best 
ANN structure among the folds; [10] explored 
profile-based tuning of LSTM hyperparameters; 
and [4, 5] used a GA metaheuristic to find a 
suboptimal combination of the ANN structural 
parameters. While the latter is in line with effi-
ciently automating training and structural opti-

mization, the usage of GA-optimized ANNs as 
time series predictors with past series values as 
input takes much more time to train than typical 
regression ANNs. Training times go up to over 20 
hours, and the models usually have limited usable 
prediction horizon (e.g., 10–20 steps ahead) [5].

In this work, GA-optimized ANNs are used 
with a novel set of generic input features that cap-
ture both seasonality and calendar effects. The 
goal is to transform time series forecasting into a 
simpler multivariate regression problem, keeping 
ANNs’ high prediction performance while remov-
ing the dependence on the temporal succession 
of data samples and forecast horizon. This relaxes 
not only retraining requirements but also monitor-
ing ones, and hence enhances 5G management 
systems’ fault tolerance against intermittent fail-
ures of monitoring subsystems. Furthermore, with 
a smaller number of input features, the training 
times of GA-optimized models are expected to be 
substantially reduced as well.

modelIng the network ActIvIty wIth Anns
This work explores transforming time series fore-
casting into a simple regression problem by defin-
ing some seasonal and calendar features as ANN 
inputs. The approach results in predictions that 
are indifferent to the forecast horizon and only 
depend on the fed inputs.

InPut feAtures
The idea is to not only capture the multi-seasonal 
effects with the approach, but also the calendar 
effects that bring possible irregularities in the dynam-
ics, may it be a surge or a drop in the network 
activity levels. Hence, aside from the date/time 
information (decomposed as DayOfTheWeek and 
HourOfTheDay), we additionally define and evalu-
ate PeriodType, isHoliday, and DaysToNextHoliday 
as inputs being mapped with the target variable, 
NetworkActivity. This way, their ability to encode 
any calendar effects in the dataset is explored. The 
PeriodType variable admits values from the set {0, 
0.5, 1}, which are associated with normal days, 
holiday periods, and sales, respectively. Although 
the different kinds of holidays are not differentiated 
in this work, PeriodType is used to somehow add 
weight on holiday periods (e.g., weekends around 
holidays and year-end holidays), as well as special 
sales periods (e.g., Black Friday through Cyber 
Monday). The binary variable isHoliday flags the 
actual holidays, while the DaysToNextHoliday vari-
able is a countdown to the next holiday; the latter 
can be useful to capture any trends as holidays or 
holiday periods are approaching.

It follows that the training dataset used in this 
work is structured with 6 columns — 5 for the 
aforementioned input features and 1 for the tar-
get.

gA-bAsed Ann structure oPtImIzAtIon
The operation of ANNs basically derives from 

the structural parameters used — specifically, the 
number of layers, the neurons per layer, and their 
corresponding transfer functions. Note that the 
term “transfer function” adopted in this work is 
based on the GNU Octave ANN library; on the 
other hand, the widely used TensorFlow-Keras 
library in Python adopts the more customary term 
“activation function.”

Keeping a model up-to-date 
and ensuring a valid fore-

cast horizon entail re-train-
ing as new observations 

become available, while for 
autoregressive models, the 
receding accuracies further 
in the forecast horizon and 

inability to capture  
nonlinearities are the  

main concerns.
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While the number of neurons in the input and 
output layers are defined by the dataset structure 
(i.e., in our case, there are five neurons in the 
input layer and one neuron in the output layer), 
everything else is tunable. Nonetheless, ANN 
structural optimization still remains an open issue, 
which is usually addressed using search strategies 
[8], k-fold cross-validation [9], and evolutionary 
algorithms [4, 5], as previously anticipated.

Figure 1 illustrates the ANN architecture of the 
proposed runtime predictor. To obtain its optimal 
structure, this work adopts the numerical method 
in [4] that automates the optimization process 
using a GA metaheuristic. Various combinations 
of structural parameters are recursively evaluat-
ed during the training and intermediate valida-
tion processes. Starting from an initial random 
population of ANN structures, ANNs are creat-
ed, trained, and dynamically updated based on 
the structural parameters generated by the GA 
in each succeeding generation. It is worth noting 
that in order to quickly converge to a subopti-
mal solution, the GA adopts the bio-inspired elit-
ism, crossover, and mutation operators in creating 
the population for subsequent generations. This 
results in a recursive evolutionary process that is 
driven by the mean squared error (MSE) on the 
training set.

GA is specifically considered for an automated 
approach to ANN structure optimization with no 
human intervention such that it can be included 
in next-generation network/service management 
approaches. It also adapts to different data pat-
terns that may need different logics and therefore 
different ANN base characteristics (e.g., types of 
transfer functions). Lastly, GA results in faster con-
vergence than a random selection iteration.

model trAInIng And vAlIdAtIon
Feedforward back-propagation ANNs are consid-
ered and trained with the Levenberg-Marquardt 
algorithm [11] according to the MSE training goal. 
The best ANNs (i.e., models resulting in MSE val-
ues that satisfy the set goal) of each generation 
are then saved for an intermediate validation 
phase at the completion of the GA. This step is 
aimed at enhancing the models’ generalizability 
and uses a subset of the training set that includes 
samples not used in the actual training (i.e., 30 
percent of the training set, as in [4]). The mean 
absolute percentage error (MAPE) between the 
actual and predicted NetworkActivity values in 
this subset is used to assess the generalizability 
of each model in the best ANNs’ pool. The final 

model is then selected as the one with the least 
MAPE value (denoted as Best MAPE). This model 
is validated against the final test set (i.e., samples 
not used during training or best model selection) 
and can then be used for runtime prediction.

In this work, we further explore a k-fold cross 
validation approach to evaluate inter-fold perfor-
mance (e.g., [9]), as well as to investigate fed-
erated learning. Since the proposed approach 
removes the temporal succession dependencies 
among samples, the training and test sets for each 
fold are obtained through stratified sampling of 
the data according to the DayOfTheWeek and 
HourOfTheDay. This results in varying values of 
PeriodType, isHoliday, DaysToNextHoliday, and 
HourOfTheDay for a given calendar day. The 
performance of the resulting ANNs for each fold 
will then be evaluated using an independent test 
set and analyzed to understand how to drive the 
final predictor. This involves whether to adopt 
the best-performing model (e.g., the one with the 
least MAPE) or to integrate the k models (e.g., 
the final prediction as the mean of the individual 
predictions).

Figure 2 illustrates the conceptual framework 
of the proposed runtime prediction approach, 
leveraging GA-optimized ANN regressors in a 
k-fold cross validation methodology.

dAtAset
Starting with the multi-source open dataset of 
Telecom Italia’s Big Data Challenge, the telecom-
munications data over Milan’s urban area [12] 
are used as bases in this work. In more detail, 
the Milano Grid area includes around 33 cities/
towns in Italy’s Lombardy region, over which two 
months’ worth of mobile network activity data 
has been collected. Although the Milano Grid is 
originally subdivided into 10,000 235 m  235 m 
square areas, we only consider the aggregate val-
ues on the entire grid in order to have a glimpse 
of the urban network perspective. This results in a 
single time series; hence, location attributes were 
not necessary in this work.

A detailed description of the dataset and the 
data acquisition process can be found in [13]. 
Briefly, the telecommunications data are derived 
from call detail records (CDRs) of Telecom Ita-
lia’s mobile network, which are generated for 
logging events related to the users’ SMS, calls, 
and Internet activities. Based on the CDRs, the 
dataset includes values that are proportional to 
the network interactions (rather than the actu-
al load itself); these can be regarded as akin to 
service requests, and hence considered as such 
hereinafter. Although the original data samples 
are in 10-minute intervals, the dataset has been 
pre-processed to consider the hourly averages of 
the network interactions in this work.

For simplicity, but without loss of generality, 
we suppose that the different types of network 
interactions (i.e., SMS-in, SMS-out, Call-in, Call-
out, and Internet traffic) have the same weight. 
This assumption is motivated by the current shift 
toward IP-based messaging and calling services 
(e.g., WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger). Summing 
up their values across both network interaction 
types and square areas, we obtain an aggregate 
time series for the Milano Grid’s network activi-
ty. Figure 3 illustrates the two months’ worth of 

FIGURE 1. ANN architecture. 
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urban-level network activity dynamics derived 
from Telecom Italia’s dataset, along with some 
seasonal and calendar attributes. A decreasing 
trend can also be observed toward the year-end 
holidays, which can be attributed to people going 
out of town for vacation. This trend can be poten-
tially captured by the DaysToNextHoliday.

It is worth noting that the values in the dataset 
(dated 2013) may need to be scaled accordingly 
to account for the growth in volume from 2013 
to 2020; for instance, scaling the Internet activity 
by a factor of 17, based on the growth in mobile 
data traffic produced by smartphones in Western 
Europe [14], and possibly the network interac-
tions related to SMS and calls by other factors 
as well. However, since the focus of this work 
is to capture the inherent seasonality and calen-
dar effects in the dataset (i.e., aspects that would 
not be affected by scaling), the values are kept 
unscaled.

PerformAnce evAluAtIon
In this section, the evaluation details and out-
comes of the proposed network activity runtime 
predictor based on GA-optimized ANNs are pre-
sented.

An ANN model with 5-fold cross-validation is 
generated for the entire Milano Grid area. The 
GNU Octave implementation in [4] is used, in 
which the GA explores ANN structures with 3–5 
layers, 1–30 neurons/layer (excluding the inputs 
and outputs), and 1–3 types of transfer functions 
(i.e., logsig, tansig, and purelin). The algorithm 
runs for 30 generations, each one considering a 
population of 20 ANN structures that is updated 
according to the elitism, crossover, and mutation 
operators (with the default Octave parameters) 
for the subsequent generation. Each ANN struc-
ture is then trained for 150 epochs, with a maxi-
mum training time of 500 s and a training goal of  
10–7 for the MSE.

The proposed ann-5features (ANN with 5 input 
features PeriodType, isHoliday, DaysToNextHoliday, 
DayOfTheWeek, and HourOfTheDay) is evaluated 
with two sets of baseline models. The MSTS fore-
casting method available in R distributions and 
LSTM implementation of the TensorFlow-Keras 
bundle library available in Python are used to 
build the baselines. In particular, two MSTS-based 
models msts-x and two LSTM-based models 
lstm-x are considered for comparison, where x 
indicates the forecast horizon in hours (i.e., msts-
1step and lstm-1step for 1-hour ahead forecasts, 
msts-24steps and lstm-24steps for 1-day ahead 
forecasts, respectively).

It is worth noting that MSTS-based models nat-
urally yield receding accuracies moving further 
in a given forecast horizon, which only worsen 
in case of unexpected events such as a sudden 
surge/drop in the network activity levels. More-
over, while the MSTS and LSTM 1-step ahead 
forecasting are better comparisons in terms of 
accuracy, the multiple-steps ahead models are 
also fair comparisons in terms of the enabled use 
cases of the proposed ANN model. Specifically, 
it has the ability to generate predictions for any 
given hour/day/week in the future, as defined by 
the input provided.

For the ANN models, the training and test 
sets for each fold are obtained through stratified 

sampling with respect to the DayOfTheWeek and 
HourOfTheDay, as previously anticipated. Start-
ing with the Milano Grid training set, the GA-op-
timized ANN regressors are then obtained by 
following the framework in Fig. 2, and over 500 
models are saved to the best ANNs’ pool in each 
fold. Examples of GA-optimized structures gener-
ated for the proposed ann-5features are reported 
in Table 1, along with their respective best MAPE 
values obtained in the intermediate validation, 
which are around 5.6 percent on average. It can 
also be observed that for the considered train-
ing dataset the GA-optimized ANN structures 
consist of 2~3 hidden layers, with 2~3 neurons/
layer. While these structures seem straightforward 

FIGURE 2. Conceptual framework of the proposed runtime prediction approach.

FIGURE 3. Urban-level network activity dynamics (November–December 2013) in terms of the average hourly net-
work interactions, along with some seasonal and calendar attributes.
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to try by hand, when compared to today’s com-
mon approach of manual parameter setting with 
the TensorFlow-Keras Python library for a similar 
range of parameters, the ann-5features performs 
way better. In this respect, 3–5-layer densely 
connected ANNs with 1, 5, or 30 neurons/layer 
and the widely used relu activation function for 
regressors have also been evaluated. Specifically, 
the best validationset predictions for the manual 
approach are obtained with the 4- and 5-layer 
ANNs with 30 neurons/layer in the hidden lay-
ers, resulting in an average MAPE of ~36 percent 
for the 5 folds. These results further motivate the 
adoption of GA-based ANN structure optimiza-
tion.

For the MSTS-based models, each fold cor-
responds to a running four-week window, with 
three weeks’ worth of training data and the 
remaining one week for the test. The R fore-
cast package’s msts and HoltWinters func-
tions are used to model the multi-seasonality 
(i.e., daily and weekly) in the time series data. 
The resulting models are in turn used as input to 
its forecast function to predict the values for 
a given horizon.

Regarding the LSTM-based models, the per-
formance was noted to be unstable and high-
ly dependent on the stochastic nature of the 
initialization and optimization. Moreover, struc-
tural parameters such as the number of time steps 
used as input and the number of neurons in the 
LSTM layer, among others, are also observed to 
have great impact. For instance, setting the num-
ber of input time steps to 12 and the neurons in 
the LSTM layer to 20 is the first configuration that 
gave workable results. More time steps and neu-
rons resulted in divergence (i.e., undefined loss 
value) during training such that the model was 
not learning. The training/validation/test MAPE 

values obtained for the given training and test sets 
range from ~4 through ~100 percent. Although 
each experiment is repeated 100 times, a station-
ary average performance may still not be guaran-
teed. Furthermore, 5-fold cross-validation as well 
as varying training and test batch sizes have also 
been explored, but the initial tests did not result in 
any improvements; hence, they are not included 
in the article as they only present unnecessary 
computing overheads.

The independent test MAPE values for the 
five models evaluated in this study — namely, 
ann-5features, msts-1step, msts-24steps, lstm-
1step, and lstm-24steps — are shown in Fig. 4. 
The results obtained with the ANN regressor and 
the MSTS models are also broken down into the 
5 folds, while those with LSTM are simply the 
average of the 100 independent runs. It can be 
observed that, on average, the ANN regressor 
has better accuracy than the MSTS- and LSTM-
based models, even with the best case scenario 
of 1-step-ahead forecasting. Besides the ability of 
predicting any value in the future, the ann-5fea-
tures has improved the prediction accuracies by 
an average of ~66, ~51, ~88, and ~83 percent 
with respect to msts-24steps, msts-1step, lstm-
24steps, and lstm-1step, respectively. It is import-
ant to note that the best run among the 100 
independent runs of lstm-24steps and lstm-1step 
had independent test MAPE values of ~13 and ~4 
percent. However, due to LSTM’s performance 
instability, even for the same values of hyperpa-
rameters and the same dataset, the average of 
the MAPE values obtained in the repeated experi-
ments are way higher.

Additionally, the Nemenyi test [15] in R has 
been used to further evaluate the similarities in 
the performance of the five models. The aver-
age MAPE values obtained for each sample in 
the models’ one week’s worth of independent 
test sets are used as the input to the test. It first 
computes for the average rank of the models, 
and then, based on a confidence level parame-
ter, the critical distance that defines the similari-
ty among the average ranks is obtained. Figure 
5 shows the results of the Nemenyi test for the 
default confidence level of 5 percent, indicating a 
critical distance of 0.471. It is interesting to note 
that while the ranking of the models in both Figs. 
4 and 5 coincide (i.e., ann-5features > msts-1step 
> msts-24steps > lstm-1step > lstm-24steps), the 
Nemenyi test finds the ann-5features and msts-
1step to have similar performance in terms of 
accuracy. The reason behind this is the difference 
between their average ranks being below the crit-
ical distance.

Figure 4 also shows a comparison of the mod-
els’ training times, where msts-24steps and msts-
1step indicate durations of ~10 ms, lstm-24steps 
and lstm-1step indicate ~47 minutes, while 
ann-5features indicate ~55 minutes. Since MSTS-
based models are dependent on the temporal 
succession of the samples, fewer samples can be 
used to train the models for the given data to exe-
cute the 5 folds (i.e., 540 samples or 3 weeks’ 
worth of data, as previously anticipated). With-
out cross validation, maximizing the number of 
training samples as in the ANN-based approach-
es results in durations of ~11 ms. Moreover, 
online retraining is necessary as new samples 

TABLE 1. GA-optimized ANNs.

Fold Structure  
Transfer function (# of neurons) per layer

Best MAPE

1 logsig (5) - tansig (3) - logsig (2) - purelin (1) 5.02%

2 logsig (5) - tansig (3) - tansig (3) - purelin (1) 4.93%

3 tansig (5) - tansig (2) - tansig (2) - tansig (1) 6.38%

4 logsig (5) - logsig (3) - tansig (3) - logsig (3) - purelin (1) 5.21%

5 tansig (5) - tansig (3) - tansig (2) - tansig (3) - tansig (1) 6.49%

FIGURE 4. MAPE values obtained with msts-24steps, msts-1step, lstm-24steps, lstm-1step, and ann-5features for 
the hourly demand prediction, and the average training times of the models.
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are observed in order to keep valid models and 
maintain the temporal succession. This also entails 
high reliance on a dynamic management system’s 
monitoring components. The time for receiving 
the new observation values, updating models, and 
generating forecasts could be critical, especially in 
5G and beyond environments. Therefore, further 
costs can be expected for MSTS-based models 
due to these concerns.

Without the 5-fold cross-validation, the train-
ing samples used for LSTM-based models can be 
maximized at 1284 samples or 7.6 weeks’ worth 
of data — just a little bit smaller than those used 
in the ann-5features — because of the tempo-
ral succession dependencies. By removing such 
dependencies, a total of 1296 samples or 7.7 
weeks’ worth of data can be used to train the 
ann-5features. Although LSTM-based models 
have training times lower by ~8 minutes com-
pared to the latter, the limitations that come with 
retraining and performance instability pose crit-
ical concerns that are beyond the scope of this 
work. Moreover, at least over 500 ANN struc-
tures have been evaluated in each fold of the 
ann-5features to obtain a generalized model. 
The predictors’ validity is also not constrained by 
the forecast horizon, and retraining can be done 
less frequently offline as well.

To summarize, an indirect benefit of the gener-
ic features used for the proposed ANN regres-
sor is the lack of need for having the window of 
past series values at each time step, as typical-
ly needed in the other approaches. This enables 
the relaxation of monitoring requirements (e.g., 
time criticality for receiving these values) that a 
dynamic management system poses on the relat-
ed monitoring components. On this note, moni-
toring requirements on 5G networks are already 
increased [2]; therefore, relaxing them on some 
parts of the system would be beneficial. This also 
signifies that the ann-5features is a good trade-off 
between accuracy, training time, and retraining 
and monitoring costs.

conclusIon
The 5G scenario has called for AI-powered ZSM 
solutions to support next-generation networks, 
services, and applications. With this in mind, a 
novel input feature set and framework for trans-
forming time series forecasting into a simpler mul-
tivariate regression problem using GA-optimized 
ANNs is proposed in the context of urban area 
network activity runtime prediction. Specifical-
ly, new input features are defined to capture the 
seasonality and calendar effects of the network 
activity time series. This enables the approach to 
remove the prediction accuracy’s dependence 
on the temporal succession of input data and the 
forecast horizon.

Based on Telecom Italia’s Milano Grid data-
set, aggregated at the urban area level, evaluation 
results show that the GA-optimized ann-5features 
regressor has generally better prediction perfor-
mance. Compared to the 1-day and 1-hour ahead 
forecasts obtained with the MSTS- and LSTM-
based models, it achieved average improvements 
of ~59 percent and ~86 percent, respectively. Fur-
thermore, despite its longer training times com-
pared to the other models, the ann-5features’ 
validity is not constrained by the forecast hori-

zon and the temporal succession of data sam-
ples. Retraining can then be done less frequently 
offline, hence relaxing the monitoring require-
ments in the system.
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FIGURE 5. Nemenyi test results for the models’ independent test MAPE values.
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